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MONCLER GRENOBLE SPRING/SUMMER 2023 
Presenting essential outdoor layers for all seasons on the mountain 

 
For Spring/Summer 2023, the Moncler Grenoble collection is based around super-versatile garments that can be 
layered on and off - for a wardrobe that flexes to fit all kinds of weather and activity, all year long. Cool, 
lightweight and packed with technical details, these essential outdoor layers are designed to work hard: fighting 
off wind, rain, sweat and movement, and promising agility and finesse throughout.  
 
In the latest edition of Moncler Curators, brand ambassador for Moncler Grenoble Shaun White puts the designs 
to test, selecting his essential picks for a day on the mountain. An athlete who spends many hours in challenging 
terrain, White opts for technical layers that will adapt to any outdoor conditions.  
 
These modular ready-to-wear layers offer symbiotic outfitting – seamlessly working together, and interchanging. 
They’re essential outdoor pieces to be played with, so every wearer can craft their performance uniform of the 
day, tripping easily between park life, running hills and climbing trails.  
 
Innovation is shared across men and women’s layers - with interior phone pockets, water-repellent zip closures 
and patented “guaranteed to keep you dry” GORE-TEX technology. Key pieces show this kind of versatility at 
its best – the POLARTEC® HIGH LOFT™ stretch fleece reversible gilets and cardigans can be worn to show 
cozy textured fleeces, or punchy neon nylons - with snap closures and bomber collars on both options.  
 
Ultra-light windbreakers are designed to adapt to flashes of cold or rain, with pull out gloves featuring touch 
screen technology - so nothing holds you back or slows you down. When their moment passes, tuck them away 
in their own self-stow pocket. Flexible base layers come in super comfortable, patented SENSITIVE® FABRICS 
- which allow the body to breathe, and dry quickly after exertion. Layer them under rainwear, or alone for 
maximum freedom of movement on warmer days outdoors.  
 
A color palette of ultra-easy neutrals is punctuated with accents of pink (women) and acid orange/cobalt blue 
(men), all of which can be matched with Moncler’s signature Trailgrip sneaker, available in a range of shades. 
The light and effortless nature of Moncler Grenoble Spring/Summer 2023 means that styles are immediately 
ready to wear upon launch, and continue to wear all year long. The idea is ease – pieces that fit seamlessly with 
each other, and the rest of your wardrobe – to make your next trip to the mountain easy to outfit, even if it’s 
challenging to scale.  
 
The Moncler Grenoble Spring/Summer 2023 collection in available in select Moncler boutiques and on 
moncler.com now.  
 
#MonclerGrenoble  
 
 
 


